
 Winter symbol cards printed 
on white card (use card 
instead of paper so that the 
images can’t be seen 
through when the cards are 
face down)

 Seasonal cycle diagram 
from YMW21

10–15 minutes

WINTER

Your child can recognise the symbol cards for aspects of winter. 
Your child can relate aspects of winter to the appropriate season. 
Your child knows that some trees are evergreen and some are deciduous. 

To develop the ability to use symbols as substitutes for real objects
To develop knowledge and understanding of animals in winter 
To develop knowledge and understanding of plants in winter
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Show the seasonal cycle diagram again and ask your child where winter lives (in the white quarter). Ask your 
child if they can remember why white was chosen for winter (it snows and there’s ice which are white, and white 
is a cold colour). Ask: What are the first signs of winter? How do we know it is coming? (the sun hides more 
behind the clouds; it is frosty and icy in many some places; some animals hibernate and store food). 

Introduce your child to the symbol cards for various aspects of winter, and talk about each one: 

Winter sun – the sun is often hidden or partly hidden, and temperatures are lower than other seasons 
even on bright days.

Snow, snowstorm, snowdrift, ice (symbol cards are shown here in this order).

Long nights and very short days – explain how there are less hours of sunlight; it gets light later in the 
mornings and it gets dark earlier in the evening.

Bird feeder – explain about putting out food for the winter birds, who can struggle to find their own food.

Bare tree – explain: Not all trees are bare during winter; some trees stay green all year round and 
are called evergreen trees. Trees that do lose their leaves are called deciduous, and these 
trees ‘sleep’ until spring.

Talk briefly about each of the aspects of winter that you have introduced in a random order, and ask your child to 
choose and hold up the appropriate symbol card for each.

Play the ‘Winter Memory Game’: Shuffle the set of symbol cards well and lay them face down in rows. Explain 
that the aim is to find the symbol card that you call out, and that the person with the most symbol cards at the 
end wins. Start by calling out the name of one of the winter aspects from the list above. Take it in turns to turn 
over a card – if it matches the name that you called out, collect it; if it doesn’t, put it back face down. Encourage 
your child’s deliberate memory skills by commenting casually how you will remember where each card is.  

You could dress up as ‘winter’ 
for this session – wear any 
winter accessory or a silly 

winter-themed hat!
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Cut out each of the symbol cards separately.
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